
Addition Problems Revision Exercise 

 

1. Molly has £55 in her bank account. She then receives £28 on her birthday.  

What is her bank balance now?         2 

 

2. Mrs MacKenzie is doing her weekly grocery shopping  

and has £92 worth of shopping in her trolley.  

On her way to the checkout, she notices a plant for  

sale for £16 and adds it to her trolley.  

What will her shopping cost now?         2 

 

3. Isaac plans to put new flooring down in two rooms of his house.  

The bathroom will cost £180 and the kitchen will cost £464.  

What will the total cost be?         2 

 

4. Jayne buys herself a new car. She then has to pay £562 for insurance and £213  

for road tax. How much does she have to pay?      2 

 

5. The distance from Inverness to Edinburgh is 156 miles.  

 The distance from Edinburgh to London is 396 miles. 

 How far is it from Inverness to London?       2 

 

6. Graeme and Jenny are hiring a venue for their wedding.  

They have to pay £499 for the venue and £798 for food for their guests.  

What do they owe?          2 

 

7. Elaine has £1,200 and wants to buy a new couch and a new armchair.  

The couch she wants costs £895 and the armchair costs £259.         

Can she afford them?          3 

 

8.  James is planning a holiday to Italy. Below are flight prices for two different  

airlines. Which should he choose? 

 Easyfly Scottish Airways 

Glasgow -> Rome £186 £207 

Rome -> Glasgow £171 £154 

              5 

 

 

 



ANSWERS 
 
1. £55 + £28 = £83 
 
2. £92 + £16 = £108 
 
3. £180 + £464 = £644 
 
4. £562 + £213 = £775 
 
5. 156 + 396 = 552 miles 
 
6. £499 + £798 = £1,297 
 
7. Easyfly = £186 + £171 = £357 
 Scottish Airways = £207 + £154 = £361 
 He should choose Easyfly 
 
8. £895 + £259 = £1,154 
 Yes, she can afford them 
 

 


